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VCs Report to Senate, 15 December 2004

I want to report on the implications for the University of the Government’s 2004 Spending Review for higher education and then comment on the University’s financial position, both in the short and medium term. 

2004 Spending  Review

Last March the Government announced that as a result of the 2004 Spending Review (SR04) spending on education as a whole would grow at an average of 5.6% per annum in real terms over the three year spending review period of 2005/6 to 2007/8. . The Government also reasserted its target of increasing HE participation towards 50% of 18-30 year-olds by 2010, making significant progress on fair access and bearing down on rates of non-completion. It also promised to maintain per-student spending levels in real terms over the spending review period. This appeared to be a relatively good settlement for universities. However it was unclear how the education budget would be divided between different educational constituencies -  early years, schools, 14-19, and higher education. 

This week’s letter from the Secretary of State for Education to the HEFCE puts flesh on the bones of Government spending on universities. The main headlines are:

	Government expenditure on HE will increase by around £2 billion over the spending review period (including increased funding for student support).

This increase will support further growth in numbers of about 80,000 over the 3 years;
There will be no reduction in the unit of funding, i.e. Government spending per student (i.e. UK and rest of EU full-time undergraduates);
	Recurrent research funding via the DfES will increase by around 9% in real terms (from 1.236bn in 2005-06 to 1.4bn in 2007-08);

In addition there will be a substantial real increases in expenditure by the DTI on research infrastructure, the indirect costs of research, research studentships and postdocs and the HEIF and real increases in spending by the DoH on student places in medicine and the various professions related to medicine, such as dentistry, nursing etc.

All this sounds like a relatively generous settlement for the university sector and there are indeed some welcome elements in it, from which the University will benefit. 

Firstly, we shall benefit from the growth in funded student numbers.  HEFCE has unofficially informed the University that it expects to allocate additional student numbers in the period 2005-08 on a strategic rather than competitive basis. It has also indicated that it regards University Campus Suffolk as a high priority, and expects to fund additional student places there, although it will not indicate the number until  Spring 2005. The University of Essex at Southend should similarly benefit.


Secondly, the University will gain from the continuation of the SRIF programme on research infrastructure. Allocation is formulaically based on a University’s RAE performance. There will be a new tranche of capital, in the region of £5-6m to spend on research facilities in 2006-8.

Thirdly, the University has already seen the benefits of increased spending on medical and para-medical training. Our bid for a second tranche of student places funded by the NHS was successful. We have 50 places for 3-year programmes  and secured 35 places for 2-year programmes, an additional 220 students in steady state worth about £1.2m per annum in recurrent funding plus some pump priming funds for advance appointment of staff, library resources etc. The places are for pre-registration courses in physiotherapy, speech and language therapy, cardiac physiology, bio medical science, mental health. 

Coming so shortly after our successful earlier bid, this is an important vote of confidence in the new Dept of Health & Human Sciences and firmly establishes the University in the expanding market of professional training at degree level for the NHS. 

Fourthly, the additional Government funding towards the full economic costs of research will inject an extra £0.5m a year by our estimates.

And finally, the Government’s cessation of cuts in the unit of resource after a 20 year period up to recently of unremitting year-on-year cuts is welcome, much in the way that someone who is regularly and frequently coshed on the head is relieved when the coshing stops. 

However,  it is important to know what the Government is not spending more money
on. Because the bulk of additional resources is for additional student places and financial support for students, there is almost none to spare for teaching infrastructure, for higher salaries or for modernisation of the pay structure. And these are all significant costs for this and every other University, as I shall explain further shortly.

The University’s financial position

The Budget update for this year and the later year financial forecasts for future years up to 2007/8 is included among the Senate papers and I should like to comment on it.

Senate will note that the paper forecasts a modest surplus of £0.8m for this year and a tiny surplus of £0.3m for next year. It is worth noting that this year’s predicted surplus, which is close to the budget set 6 months ago, arises from two unpredicted movements cancelling each other out. On the one hand, the number of students paying overseas fees fell below target and budget; on the other hand, thanks to the very constructive cooperation from heads of department, savings on staff costs have been larger and come sooner than had been budgeted. On overseas student recruitment, it is worth pointing out that numbers have grown against last year, albeit very slightly, but not as strongly as predicted. Many other universities – including LSE, Warwick and Sussex, saw actual falls in numbers so the University performance was relatively good. Nonetheless, without the staff cost reduction exercise and the frozen departmental balances we would be very close to a deficit position. 


Surpluses are better than deficits, but at below 1% of our total income, they are simply inadequate to sustain our existing building programme, provide spare cash for new academic initiatives, or provide a contingency reserve to cope with the nasty shocks that inevitably, but unpredictably occur, such as higher energy costs, extra payments to cover future service costs in one of our pension schemes, and so forth. The University requires a 3% surplus, which is little short of £3m, if it is to maintain the quality, standards and scale of its current activities. Our forecasts suggests that although the surplus will improve in 2006/7 and 2007/8 it will not reach that 3% target.

Of course forecasts of what lies  2 or 3 years ahead, or beyond, are imperfect. These forecasts do not include the additional income we shall receive for our research under the Government’s full economic costing regime, nor the outcome of the next RAE, which does not take effect until 2008/9, nor, much more significantly, the additional tuition fee income arising from the introduction of higher fees in 2006/7, if the Labour party is re-elected to government in the expected general election next May.   

Tuition fees are likely to generate an additional £2m in 2006/7 and £4m in 2007/8, after earmarking 25% for bursaries and widening participation measures as we intend to do, and this would of course enable the University to meet its 3% target comfortably. However, this assumes that everything else stays the same, and it won’t. 

One additional expenditure is the cost of the national agreement on pay, which assimilates all university staff onto a single pay spine and harmonises the hours worked by non-academic or academic-related staff. Since assimilation always involves movements up rather than down the spine, there will be a considerable cost to the University – about 0.75m – although of course that will be nice for those individuals who benefit. 

And there is one very real prospect of a decline in income against forecasts. The forecasts assume that overseas student numbers will increase by 5% next year but acknowledges that this might be optimistic. Applications from overseas for UG places are currently 20% down on the same point last year. This is probably due to the sharp depreciation of the dollar, and thus the dollar-pegged Far Eastern currencies against sterling, and to the current expectation, which may or may not turn out to be right, that the dollar will depreciate further in the coming months. If this drop in applications continues and is converted into a drop in admissions, then the University will struggle to produce a surplus of any kind next year and will need to take cost cutting measures – perhaps a postponement of parts of the capital building programme, and certainly tight control of departmental and administrative section spending, and the meeting of the targets in the staff cost reduction exercise. The picture will be much clearer in March when there are more applications figures to go on.

There is one final point to make. It is tempting to argue that we should allow the University to go into deficit in the next two years and then use the tuition fee income to make up for the deficit from 2006/7 onwards, building up our reserves again. That is the easy option but would be a mistake. We need to spend the tuition fees on the purpose for which they are paid i.e. to maintain and improve the teaching and support  facilities of students – better staff student ratios in the hard-pressed departments; more and better equipped teaching space; more student support staff; a better equipped library; refurbished teaching laboratories; improved SU and sporting facilities; a more pleasant physical environment and so forth. We need to do this not only because it is right that higher tuition fees be spent in this way but because if we do not, able prospective students will choose to go to another university rather than Essex.
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